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A Primer to

Texas Large Size Nationals
By Steve Ivy and Jason Bradford

F ROM 1863 TO 1935, MORE THAN 14,000 NATIONAL BANKS
in the United States issued currency that was backed by the Federal
government, but bore the imprint of each issuing bank. National
Bank Notes saw their birth during the Civil War and served in the

channels of commerce for more than seven decades, until another crisis, this
time a great financial depression, finally ended their storied history. Collectors
treasure these relics of our nation's past, and National Bank Notes often pro-
vide a local financial history that interests those who might not otherwise col-
lect old currency.

In Texas alone, 917 banks in 448 towns and cities issued National Bank
Notes; thus the variation in which collections might be assembled is as varied
as the number of collectors. These fascinating pieces of financial memorabilia
provide a link to our nation's past and the more localized economic system of
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and they continue to grow in popularity
among collectors and non-collectors alike.

The Van Zandt County National Bank
of Wills Point Texas issued only
Second Charter notes, and this Date
Back $10 (Fr #545) is the only report-
ed survivor out of $1,270 oustanding
when the bank closed in 1931.
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Throughout the history of the American economy through the Civil
War, paper money was distrusted by a majority of Americans. The U.S. gov-
ernment issued no widespread circulating paper money until 1861, and prior to
the Civil War, all paper money was privately issued by individual banks or
other institutions. Many of these banks failed, and a number of them were
operated primarily to defraud the public, so some states even began to ban the
issuance of paper currency. Some notes were worth nothing more than the
paper they were printed on. Other notes were perfectly redeemable but,
depending on how far the bearer of a certain note might be from the issuing
institution, the currency might trade at a discount to its redeemable value,
based on the transaction costs of actually redeeming the note.

This era of "wildcat banking" ended with the Civil War, and the begin-
nings of United States federal paper money issues. The Act of February 25,
1863, authorized the chartering of national banks and the issuance of currency
by these banks. The designs were to be the same for all of the banks, but the
individual bank names and charter numbers would be printed on each note.
Each national bank was required to purchase U.S. government bonds and was
then authorized to issue currency up to the amount of government bonds that

This very desirable $100 Third Charter
Date Back (Fr #692) has bold signa-
tures. It is one of four reported sin-
gles and a sheet known of this rarity.

it held. Thus, National Bank Notes fulfilled two purposes: they stabilized and
standardized paper currency in the United States, and they provided another
way for the U.S. government, which was in need of funds to finance the war
effort by selling more bonds.

The first national bank in Texas to receive a charter was the First
National Bank of Galveston (#1566) in 1865, which issued notes until the end
of the national banking era in 1935. During this 72-year period, a total of 917
national banks in Texas received charters and issued National Bank Notes.
Large banks, such as the First National Bank of Galveston and others like it,
often issued $1 million or more in currency, while a small bank would typically
issue much less. The First National Bank of Turnersville was in business for
only six months in 1907 and 1908, and issued a paltry total of $6,250.

Notes that were issued by local banks often ended up in circulation far
from their place of issue and were returned to the Treasury Department. Since
these notes were financial obligations of the issuer, the banks would redeem
them from the Treasury Department with Legal Tender Notes or gold
coinage. When the issuing banks received them back from the Treasury, they
would either reissue the National Bank Notes or send them back to be
destroyed. Over time, most banks redeemed and destroyed a large majority of
their notes. As a result, only a tiny fraction of the total notes that were issued
survive today.
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Notes from larger banks, such as the Republic National Bank of Dallas,
are relatively common, while notes from the smaller banks are predictably rare.
Some banks that issued notes, including the Lockney National Bank in
Lockney, Texas, an ephemeral bank that was in business from July to
September of 1908 and issued a total of only $6,250 in currency, had all of its
notes redeemed. There are many banks in Texas that are currently unreport-

From top: City National Bank of
Taylor Second Charter Date Back $10
(Fr #545), First NB of El Paso First
Charter $10 (Fr #420), and American
NB of Austin Second Charter Date
Back $50 (Fr #563).
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ed—notes from these banks, either by attrition, loss, or redemption, are simply
unknown to today's collectors.

During the national banking era, currency designs went through several
major changes. There are four different major design types for each denomi-
nation and two different sizes. All notes issued after 1928 look very similar to
today's U.S. currency. They are the same size and had similar designs to other
classes of U.S. currency before the recent redesign of the Federal Reserve
Notes, except that each has the imprint of the issuing bank instead of the
Federal Reserve bank imprint.

Those notes issued prior to 1928 were larger in size and had more elabo-
rate designs. There were three different major large-size design types for each
denomination, one for each of the charter periods: the First Charter notes
issued by banks that were chartered from 1863 to 1882; the Second Charter
Notes issued by banks chartered from 1882 to 1902 and earlier banks whose
charter was renewed; and the Third Charter Notes that were issued by banks
chartered after 1902 and renewed banks. Since national bank charters typically

Only Second Charter Brown Backs
were issued by the Paris NB of Paris,
TX. This $5 (Fr #475) is unreported in
the Kelly reference.

lasted for 20 years, many banks issued notes under each of the different charter
periods.

Some of the earliest notes printed are among the perennial collector
favorites, including the First Charter $1 and $2 bills. The First Charter $2
note, known by the moniker "Lazy Deuce" because of the "reclining" position
of the large numeral two on the note, has always been popular, and for many
states, it is quite rare as a design type. In fact, there is only one known "Lazy
Deuce" from Texas—a heavily worn note from the National Exchange Bank of
Houston. Another popular design is the Second Charter $5 Brown Back
design (with the reverse design printed in brown ink and dominated by an ele-
gant engraving of the bank charter number). Thankfully for collectors, a small
hoard of high-grade notes from the First National Bank of Shiner, Texas, was
kept at the time of issue and has since been dispersed to appreciative specialists.

There are as many different ways to collect National Bank Notes as there
are collectors. Many collectors begin by obtaining notes from their hometown
or perhaps all of the cities and towns in which he or she has lived, attempting
to acquire one note from each bank in that town or city. Other variations
include collections from just one bank or town, but which include notes from
each design or denomination. Many collectors attempt to obtain notes from
each of the states or territories, while others might collect notes of one particu-
lar design type. Spectacular collections exist that consist only of notes with the
serial number "1", the first notes issued of a design from the issuing bank.

Other collectors have broader goals—perhaps to collect one note from
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each town in a state or even from each bank in a state. While such large collec-
tions are technically impossible to "finish" (Nationals from more than 180
banks from Texas are currently unknown), efforts that come close to "com-
pleteness" are truly impressive. One such collection was assembled by Texan
William Philpott, who as the longtime secretary of the Texas Bankers
Association, began acquiring Texas National Bank Notes in the 1920s and
1930s. By the late 1960s, when his collection was disbursed and the majority of

From top: The National Bank of Texas at
Galveston $1 (Fr 4380) represents the sec-
ond NB in the entire state. The unique First
Charter $5 (Fr -7402) on the City National
Bank of Ft. Worth is ex-Bass Collection.
Bottom: another ex-Bass note, a $20 First
Charter (Fr #434) on the City NB of Dallas.
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Top: First Charter Series 1875 $5 (Fr
#401) on The First NB of Dallas; a
Third Charter Red Seal $10 (Fr # 614)
on The Canyon NB; and a rare Second
Charter Date Back "C" note (Fr #568)
on picturesquely named The Red River
NB of Clarksville.

it was sold to the Moody Foundation of Galveston, it included an astounding
number of notes, including many rarities and serial number "1" examples.
More than 1,000 large-size notes were assembled in this collection, and many
more small-size notes were also included.

In the past several years, a number of notable collections of Texas nation-
al bank notes have been sold at auction, including the J.L. Irish Collection,
which included more than 2,000 notes from 340 + towns and cities (out of a
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From Top: another First Charter
Series 1875 from The City NB of
Dallas, this time a $10 (Fr #419); a
First Charter Series 1875 $5 (Fr #402)
on First BN of Fort Worth; and a
Second Charter Brown Back $5 (Fr
#471) on The South Texas NB of
Houston.

possible 448) and 590 banks in Texas. The Jack Everson Collection contained
more than 350 Texas notes; while Warren D. Barton, whose collection was
sold in April 2001, assembled 314 different notes from more than 200 Texas
towns. Sam Feldman of Dallas acquired more than 400 Texas notes, over 100
of which were Second Charter "Brown Backs," and 11 of which were First
Charter issues. R. Steven Ivy, co-chairman of Heritage Rare Coin Galleries,
sold his collection of Texas National Bank Notes at auction in January 2001.
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First NB of Corsicana Third Charter
Red Seal $100 (Fr # 687), thought to
be one of only four survivors.

His "Texas Collection" contained 434 notes from 429 different banks in 294
towns, an impressive collecting feat. Many illustrate this article.

Collecting National Bank Notes can be an exciting endeavor and can pro-
duce many thrills and hours of enjoyment. A collector never forgets the first
National from his/her hometown that they see, and the discovery of a previous-
ly unreported note can quicken one's heartbeat. A previously unknown $50
Brown Back from the hometown of one of Heritage's employees was recently
discovered. He was truly excited, but had to warn his wife of how expensive
the note might be if ever it were offered for sale. During the cataloging of the
Warren D. Barton Collection, it was discovered that he owned a $20 1929 note
from the First National Bank of Pampa, Texas. It was previously thought that
the $20 from Pampa owned by Steve Ivy and sold with his collection several
months prior, was unique. The cataloger who had previously cataloged Ivy's
note as unique had to offer a correction, and it proves the point that one never
knows what rare National Bank Notes might turn up in collections or estates.

There is a certain "quaintness" associated with National Bank Notes,
being from an era not so far removed from our own that we cannot fathom it,
and each note providing a close-to-home feeling that is impossible to replicate
with mass-produced Federal coinage and currency. Nationals are a tie to an
era when the local economy was far more important than the national econo-
my, and the bank notes in one's pocket might be signed by a neighbor. Since
the currency was signed by local bank presidents, vice presidents, and cashiers,
many collectors can find notes that may have even been signed by their own
family members. Other notes were signed by prominent citizens of local or
national importance. Sometimes, too, it is possible to still walk by the original
bank buildings or find old postcards promoting the banks.

There is always the thrill of the chase—finding that once-unreported
item, locating a nice note from one's hometown, or waiting for years (or even
decades) for a rare item to become available for sale. These notes sometimes
turn up, as we Texans might say, in the "darndest places." The hunt is per-
haps as much a thrill as the actual acquisition. Collecting National Bank Notes
can further the enjoyment for all those interested in local or state history, and
these notes are intriguing reminders of Texas' financial history.

No George W. Wait Prize Awarded This Year
NO GEORGE WAIT MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR PAPER MONEY RESEARCH

will be awarded this year, the Wait Committee chairman reported. The $500
annual unrestricted grant(s) is available to researchers for book length publications on
any paper money topic. "Information on the next award period will appear in the
Nov/Dec issue of Paper Money. Stay tuned for details," the chairman added.
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